Abstract. -The forces and lengths needed to mechanically denature a protein or nucleic acid are within the capabilities of the Atomic-Force Microscope. However, thermal fluctuations in the filament between the partially unfolded molecule and the force cantilever attenuate any measure of secondary structure on a length -( 2 / n 2 ) ( e / k B T ) 3 / 2 ( U I ) ' /~, where E is the energy required to liberate a length a of fiiament whose persistence length is A. Hence individual base pairs cannot readily be resolved but the stem-loop structure of RNA should be.
It has recently become possible to measure the force and step size of a single molecular motor [ll, the entropic elasticity of &phage DNA [2, 3] , and the rupture force of various intermolecular complexes [4, 5] , by ingenious micromechanical techniques. Piconewton forces were exerted via optical traps, precisely calibrated hydrodynamic drag, and conventional atomic-force microscopy (AF'M); the method of choice depending on the technicalities of attaching molecules to probe and the position sensitivity desired. These and other experiments on single large biomolecules are in a <classical mesoscopic>> regime where thermal effects are paramount, yet the entities involved can be treated/parameterized with a few lumped degrees of freedom or by continuum elasticity. Ratchet motors [6] and an analytic treatment of supercoiled DNA [7] are examples of how old physics will find new applications in this regime. Biologists on the other hand will apply these technologies to probe a myriad of intracellular dynamic processes such as vesicular transport, processive enzymes (polymerases), protein-DNA interactions etc. It is hoped that micromechanical techniques will have the same discrimination and selectivity as patch clamping which allowed the study of single-ion channels [81. In this article we consider the feasibility of descending one level in scale and ask what are the basic physical limitations on the mechanical measurement of the secondary or tertiary structure of large biological molecules. For instance can one pull apart the two strands of double-stranded (ds) DNA and see an oscillation in the measured force as the base pairs unzip and unstack [9] ? Might one even sequence DNA this way since the binding free energy of A both more feasible and interesting system appears to us to be RNA [ll, 121. Biologically it combines the information storage aspects of DNA with the structural and catalytic functions of proteins. Its structure is also intermediate in complexity between DNA and proteins since it is single stranded and undergoes internal base pairing to form its .stem-loop,> secondary structure. Finally one can imagine mechanically denaturing a protein.
Since our interest here is merely whether one will get a measurable signal, we model the energy of the DNA/RNA as a generic step-like function of the length, 1, of single-stranded (ss) product as (1) For DNA, we take a -0.66nm which is twice the height per bp in ds DNA This underestimates a if both ss filaments are free to fluctuate, since the molecule lengthens as it unstacks, while it is an overestimate if some means can be found to pin one of the strands. For E we take an average value of 3kT and in numerical examples chose E' = ~/ n to make the minimum of W O /aZ = 0 (l) . For RNA we imagine resolving merely the internally paired stretches (stems), which we proceed to idealize as 10 bp which break as a unit; so we multiply E and a by 10 [12]. We ignore the complexity of real RNA, which will have stems in both parallel and series, fig. 1 , so that two partially denatured stems can coexist. Our model for the measurement apparatus is shown in fig. 2 . The force is measured via the deflection of a linear cantilever with spring constant k which can readily be adjusted in the range 1-100 nm-' (kB T = 1 henceforth) [14] . Displacements below the level of the thermal r.m.s. fluctuations in the cantilever, l/G, can be measured by time averaging the Brownian motion.
The most serious impediment to the mechanical denaturation experiments under discussion is not the AFM technology per se but the extreme floppiness of the ss filament linking the cantilever to the intact molecule. The entropic elasticity of ds DNA is accurately modeled [3] as an inextensible tube with a bending energy E,,
I (l) Experimental support for ow model parameters is provided by Smith et al. [131, who report an abrupt unstacking transition for DNA along with a length change by a factor of 1.85. the local curvature, s is the arclength, and the correlation length A -50 nm under normal ionic conditions [14] . Much less is known, quantitatively about ss DNA but because the backbone zig-zags, .bending>> occurs via bond rotation, a freedom not present in ds DNA.
A force measurement, fit to the freely jointed chain model, gave a segment size, 2A, -0.3, below the monomer size of -0.5 nm [5] . However, small internal RNA loops seem to be disfavored by more than the absence of the usual base pairing would account for, which argues for a larger A [15] , as do numerical simulations [16] . The mobility of ss DNA in gels can also be interpreted as favoring a many bp long persistence length (2) . We use a compromise value A,, = 0.5 nm in numerical estimates that follow. Use of the elastic energy Eb with A,, so small requires some justification in these circumstances. We feel it is a better guess than the freely jointed chain model since it may parameterize some of the effects of the nucleotide overlap [16] , and in practice we only use E b for moderately stretched chains.
To calculate the force f as a function of xo in fig. 2 in thermal equilibrium, we need the (2) Mayer, Slater and Drouin [17] infer from experiments the amount of DNA per gel pore from which a Kuhn length can be deduced, given a pore size. work W required to extend a polymer of arclength 1 a distance x. It suffices to integrate the interpolation formula for f(x) in ref.
[31 which is exact for small f , where the polymer behaves like a linear spring with f/x = 1.5/AI; and for large f where the polymer undergoes small fluctuations about a straight line. The maximum error in f us. x is 16% at futed x and 4% at fixed f:
The partition function for the problem is just (3) in terms of which we can derive the various thermal averages of interest, e.g., f ( x o ) = = -k ( ( x -xo)) = -azo ln(2). The fluctuations in 1 for given xo can also be calculated from (3) by putting 1 and l 2 inside the integral. Evaluation of ((1 -( Z))2)1/2 (xo) gave values S a (together with considerable oscillation for the RNA parameters) so long as there were appreciable oscillations in fig. 3a ), b). Therefore the number of broken bonds at fixed xo is quite well defined and we do not expect long relaxation times to arise from nucleation over barriers. These calculations can be generalized to allow for ds nucleic-acid linker segments, between the molecule and the cantilever, etc.
To assess the behavior of (3) in the <<thermodynamic limit), (in practice limited to where there are many slowly decaying oscillations as for RNA) it suffices to expand W for fned x to quadratic order in 1 and then do the 1 and x integrals.
Thus w is the oscillation frequency, and the decay length in fig. 3b ). Note that, while the nonlinearity in (11, E ' , sets the magnitude of the force oscillations, their damping with increasing xo is governed by the average force -&/a. When this force is greater than that necessary to extend the ss filament to -1/2, i.e. -l/A,,, p is large and A-' -(2/n2) (aA,,)'/2 Eventhough we are not yet in a high-force regime, the attenuation length improves by a factor of -50 in physical units in passing from fig. 3a) to b).
A further limitation on any mechanical measurement of secondary structure is the intrinsic, zero-temperature elasticity for chain elongation studied in ref.
[9] which makes the entire system softer as Z increases. This effect could be incorporated into our calculation by setting k -' + k -' + (Z/a)/k,,, though current estimates imply that thermal fluctuations are a more serious limitation.
To limit the flexing of the ss filament, one could attempt to increase the ds binding energy and thus the tension. For instance, examining a string of GC repeats would increase i l by -z3I2 in comparison with our assumed parameters. Attempts to rigidify the ss filament by rehybridizing it with complementary ss segments or single-strand binding protein [HI, are apt to prove counterproductive if they lower the AG for the ss-ds transition, e.g., as measured by the melting temperature. As an extreme example consider the strand exchange reaction implicated in homologous recombination [ 191. In equilibrium, no force is required for one ss filament to displace another.
However, schemes to chemically alter the ss-ds equilibrium merit consideration, since the potential payoff is large. The enthalpic gain and entropic loss are both 3-5 times larger than the net AG for the ss + ds transition [lo, 121. It is natural to attribute the former to the ds regions and the latter to ss filaments since the chain entropies should crudely scale with the inverse stiffness constant and Ads /Ass -lo2. Thus one in principle could increase both E and A,, with the same agent. In this context, it should be noted that polyamines such as spermine increase the melting temperature of ds DNA [19] . Whether they also rigidify single-stranded nucleic acids is unclear.
We do not believe nonequilibrium kinetic effects can be used to enhance the measurement of base unpairing. It is not feasible to limit the phase space accessible to the ss-filament since its equilibration times are crudely of order the Zimm time for a -1 nm sphere or s.
So long as there is a reasonable oscillation in f( xo), the variance in the length of free chain is < a, so we expect bases to unstack abruptly; whatever nucleation is required is internal to a base pair and presumably fast. There may be measurable hysteresis when one tries to refold an RNA molecule by relaxing the force; which would be quite interesting.
RNA remains a more appealing target than DNA for the experiments envisaged in this paper eventhough the average unbinding forces are comparable because there is interesting structure on the scale of many bases, and the decay length A in (4) scales with the square of the block size at fixed &/a. * * *
